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Evelyn Frank's algorithm is applied to the expansion of a pair of non-normal
power series into a general M-fraetion. The block structure with respect to the
M-table for this series-pair is considered taking full account of tbe blocks formed
in the table of Hankel determinants. The M-table is generalized for other types of
pairs of power series. In this context, Ramanujan's continued fractions serve as very
good examples to illustrate thesc gencral continued fraction cxpansions and the
block structure of convergents in the relevant two-point Padc table.' 1991
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I. INTRODCCTION

Let

and

Co =I 0 (1.1 )

(1.2 )

be the power series expansions of a function f(;:) about the points;: = 0
and z = :/), respectively. McCabe [17J and McCabe and Murphy [18 J
have introduced the M-table for the series C(::) and D(z) through
M-fractions of the form

G 1 G2Z G3::
M(z)=-- -- --

I +h 1::+ I +h 2 z+ I +b1z+
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FIG, I. The M-table,

The above authors formulated certain rhombus rules and also the explicit
Hankel determinant expressions for computing the coefficients of
M-fractions. These schemes depend heavily on the normality of the power
series C(z) and D(z). Cooper et al. [6] have generalized the M-table to the
non-normal case without imposing restrictions on the coefficients of the
series. For full details of basic informative results on the M-table we refer
to [17] and [6]. We shall begin our discussion by introducing standard
definitions and notations, mainly in accordance with these two important
contributions.

We define the M-table as an infinite matrix with (m, n)th entry Mm,n
(see Fig. 1), m = 0,1,2, ..., n = 0, ± 1, ±2, ..., where

M m, n= Pm. n(z )/Qm,n(z)

which is determined by

C(z) Qm, n(z) - Pm, n(z) = O(zm ~ "),

D(z) Qm. ,,(z) - Pm. ,,(z) = 0 (z,,·- I),
(1.4 )

where O(Zk) denotes a power series in ascending powers of z beginning
with a term in Zk while 0 _ (Zk) represents a series in descending powers of
z. Depending on the correspondence of Mm." with C(z) and D(z), the
M-table is divided into three regions as shown in Fig. I. The entry Mo,o,
identically zero, does not belong to any of the regions. In region CD, Mm."
corresponds to the series C(z) and D(z) simultaneously. The constituent
polynomials in M m," are given by

Qm.,,(z)=L qi zi
;=0

(1.5 )
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/1-1

L pjZ),

i~O

m ,

-n-l

~m+n " p~)
~ L /",

i 0

in region C

in region CD

in region D.

(1.6 )

The entries in region Care Pade approximants [1, 2, 11 J of the series
C(z) with

M m , ,,(z) = [in - 1)!mJc (z),

a rational function whose numerator and denominator polynomials are of
degree at most (n - 1) and m, respectively. The typical element in region D
can be written as

M m,-n = E~: ml(z).

an element in Wynn's E-array [26J for D(z).
An entry Mm,n(z) in the M-table is said to be normal, ifit is not equal

to any other entry there. An M-table is normal, if every entry in it is nor
mal and the series C(z) and D(z) themselves are said to be normal. The
non-normal case studied in [6 J and the continued fraction (CF) expansion
suggested therein motivated us to consider the problem of constructing CF
for a pair of non-normal series.

In Section 2 we consider a class of general M-fractions of the form

(1.7)

in which an, hn are complex numbers and 'Y.. n, lin are positive integers such
that'Y..,+'Y.. 2 +"· +xn <fJ,+!12+ .,. +!1n(wetakex 1 =OandfJl=1). We
also present a method for its construction. The method is based on an algo
rithm given by Frank [8] for expanding an arbitrary power series into a
C-fraction. The block structure of the M-tablc is considered in Section 3. In
Section 4 we consider a general T-table, a generalization of the M-table, for
a pair of formal Laurent series (fLs). A T-fraction expansion for a pair of
fLs is also given there. Section 5 contains examples illustrating some of the
concepts mentioned above. Finally a few concluding remarks are added.

There exist many more two-point Pade tables in the literature. The
Laurent-Pade table [3], Chebyshev-Pade table [9,20J, and Colorado
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table [16] sometimes possess quite interesting structures. In [5] it is
shown that the M-table is related to the moment problems. A mixed Pade
table and its properties are critically considered in [7]. A two-point Pade
table of the brick structure type has been discussed in [15]. Two-point
Padc tables for general M-fractions (normal or non-normal) have been
studied in [21]. Also a two-point Pade table associated with Schur
sequence has been dealt with in [23]. In [24], some useful ideas concern
ing the structures of such tables for general rational functions are also
furnished.

2. EXPA!'<SION ALGORITHM FOR A GENERAL M-FRACTION

We shall now consider the general M-fraction of the form (1.7). Its nth
convergent Pn(z)/Qn(z) is defined by means of the fundamental recurrence
relations

with

Pn(Z) = (1 +bnzPn ) Pn j(z) - anz'nPn 2(Z),

Qn(z) = (l + bllZ1in ) Qn ,(z) - anz'nQn _ 2(Z),
(2.1 )

Multiplying the first formula of (2.1) by Qn-l(Z) and the second by
Pn _ dz) and then subtracting the latter from the former we obtain

Applying this result successively, we end up with

. +0:" (2.3)

It can be easily shown that the highest power terms occurring in Pn(z) and
Qn(z) are a

l
b2b

3
···bnzP2+PJ+ ... +fJn and b

l
b2···bnzlil+/i2+ ... +1\ respec-

tively. The difference of two successive convergents of (1.7) is

Pn(z) Pn_,(z)
---
Qn(z) Qn-l(Z)

PII(z) Qn I(Z) - QII(Z) Pn_,(z)

Qn(z) Qn _,(z)

ata2o .. anzCXltX2t ···+2"

(2.4 )
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Expanding the right sidc of (2.4) in powers of:: and:: 1, wc have
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and

."" + ... (2.5 )

Pn(Z) Pn I (z)
---
Q,,(z) Q" I(Z)

rcspectively.
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) imply that the power series expansions of

P" I(Z)/Q" l(Z) about z=O and Z= x agree with that of Pn(::)/Qn(z),
respectively, up to the tcrms through -': +', I I " and
::-(2(f!;. fi ,. I Ii, ,)+{l" (,;-':+ .. '"Ii. Hence, by Eqs. (2.1), (2.4), (2.5),

and (2.6), the CF (1.7) determines uniquely a pair of power series of the
form (1.1) and (1.2). Conversely, given this series-pair there exists a CF of
the form (1.7). The uniqueness problem has already been considered in
detail [2\].

It is important to determine the quantities (In' 'Y.", h", and p" of (1. 7 )

from the series-pair. In the case of the nth convergent of (1. 7), we have

r ll

P,,(::) = L P, Z ;;

i 0

i 0

n

(2.7)

(jo = 1. (2.8)

From Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) it follows that

D(z) - P" I(Z)/Qn I(Z)

as :: ....... 0

·t ::x,:)} , as z ....... :1:;.

By virtue of (2.7) and (2.8) the above equations can be written as

C(::) Qn_I(Z) - P" ... I(Z)

....... uta2 ... a"z21+· +21'1, as Z ....... 0 (2.9)
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.• (Jll)-(cq + ... + a,,)} , as z --+ XJ. (2.10)

Knowledge of Pn_l(z) and Qn- [(z) enables us to determine an and exn from
(2.9). Once an and !X n are determined, bll and Pn can be found from (2.10).
However, we present here a comparatively more convenient scheme,
described in the theorem which follows. In this method, only the coef
ficients of the concerned series and those of the denominaJtor polynomials
of convergents are actually involved. The orthogonality structures that
exist between the denominators of the convergents of the CF and the coef
ficients of series have also been revealed. The theorem can as well be used
for converting an M-fraction into a pair of power series. For the sake of
simplicity, we follow the same matrix format originally adopted by Frank.
The Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) are, indeed, useful for proving the theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let C(z) and D(z) he a pair offormal power series as given
by (1.1) and (1.2), respectively. Set

(2.11 )

and let

(2.12 )

For r = 2, 3, ..., construct the polynomials

(2.13 )

and determine the numbers a" br and the non-negative integers ex" Pr hy
means of the recurrence relations

[

1 ]qr- I. I[en, en __ t, cn _ 2 , •• oJ
qr- 1.2

c j = -d j

if 1X1+,,·+r:xr_l<n<r:x I+,.· tlX r

if n=ex J +':;(2+ ... +r:x"

for i < 0, (2.14 )
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.I· r ;:?: I in such a way that the least value of Sr

ensures Dr 'I 0,

/3r = IX r + Sr - .I· r _ I'
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(2.! 5)

(2.16)

(2.! 7)

(2.18 )

(1.7 )
a a Z~l a z'J

M(~)- I 2 __.1_.,,-

~ -I +h1zP1-I +b2zlh _1 +b3zPJ -

The polynomials QAz) in (2.18) are the denominators of the convergents of
(1.7).

Pro<Jj: The numerator polynomials of (1.7) are readily defined by (2.1 ).
To prove the first half of the theorem it is sufficient to show that the
identity

is true for all values of r. The path for establishing this relation for any r
is exactly the same as that given earlier [8]. With regard to the series D(z)
we also follow similar arguments. It is straight forward to verify that

with .I'r = (/31 + /32 + .. , Pr) - (~l +:>:2 + ... + :>:r)'
Let us assume that

for r = 0, I, 2, ..., n.

(2.20)

(2.21 )

The proof of the theorem would be complete, if it were shown that (2.21)
holds for r=n+ I.
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D(z) Qn+ I(Z) - Pn ; I(Z)

= D(z)[l +hn i IZfJn+'QI/(z)-an I IZ'n+'Qn_I(Z)]

- [(1 +bn+,zfl".,) Pn(z)-al/+lz'n.IPn ,(z)]

=(1 +bl/+1z11n")[D(z)QI/(Z)-P,,(z)]

- an + 1z"'n"[D(z) Qn I(Z) - Pn_l(z)] (2.22)

It is known that Qn +1(z) is of degree /3 1+ /3 2+ ... + /3 n . I and P" I I(z) is
one degree less than that of Qn, I(Z). Therefore the conclusion is that all
the positive power terms in D(z) Qn _ 1(z) are the same as thosc in Pn_ I (z).
By (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17), the first negative power tcrm occuring in
(2.22) is

Consequently (2.21) holds valid for r=n+ I, and therefore the theorem is
now proved.

3. BLOCK STRUCTURE OF THE M-TABLE

In [6], it has been proved that equal entries of the M-table form a
square block and its order is equal to the excess correspondence of the con
cerned entry with the two series. With this in view, we shall now consider
the formation of blocks in the M-table by convergents of (1.7). The
denominator polynomial Qn(z) of (1.7) is of degree /31 + /32 + ... + PI/' By
virtue of our construction, the nth convergent Pn(z)/Qn(z) represents thc
entry M fI, + 1h +. 11".0 of the M-table. By (2.5) and (2.6), it matches the first
(XI+a 2 + .. ·+al/+ 1 terms of C(z) and {PI+2(/32+/33+"'+lfn)+
/31/+1-(::\:1+::\:2+ ... +an-tl)} terms of D(z). But it is normally expected
to match only the first (/31 + 1f2 + ... + Ifn) terms in each of the series C(z)
and D(z). Therefore the excess corresponding terms of Pn(z)/QI/(z) with
C(z) and D(z) are

wn={(al+::\:2+'" +a,,-I)-({JI+/32+'" +f1I/)} and

J.ln = {(/32 + #3 + ... + /3n . I) - (:XI +::\:2 + ... + an ~ d}, respectively.
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Hence the total excess correspondence of PII(::: )/Q11(:::) is fin ' I - {J I' that is,
[1 11 " I - 1. Thus the order of the block formed by the 11th convergent of (1.7)

is fJn, I - 1. With respect to the exact position of M Ii: + /i~ + _ _ Ii". (1' the
block boundary extends upto W n entries below, J-I-II entries above. and
(w lI + J-I-II) entries on the right side.

We shall consider the block structure of the M-table in terms of Hanke!
determinants of C(:::) and D(z). Equation (1.4) gives the system

cllqo+C II lql+"'+CII ",qm=O

clI_1qO+Cllql + ... +clI_m+,q",=O
(3.1 )

("II-·m IqO+CII ,,,, .. 2ql+ ... +c" IQm=O

for j < 0

defining denominator of the entry M nl. II" We have here m equations in
m + I unknowns qo, q I' ... , qnl' As in the case of standard Pade
approximants [2], we impose the normalization condition qa = I so that
the numerator and denominator of Mm. II have no common factor. Since all
entries of the M-table can be realized as the convergents of M-fractions.
this concept of normality is quite convenient. The above system has "
unique solution for ql' q2, ..., qm if the determinant of the system is non
zero. Associated with the pair of series C(z) and D(z) we have the Hankel
determinants Dm. II defined by

en 11/ en m+ 1 Cn 1

Dm.lI =
en III 1 Cn _ m + 2 en

CII I C ... Cn ...... mn

m=O, 1. 2, ... , n=O, ± I, ±2···

(", = --d i for J < 0

(3.2 )

The Pade table of a general series, its associated C-table, their block
structures, and the various ingredient properties and theorems are all very
well known [2, 11,25]. Since region C of Fig. I is a part of both the Pade
table and the M-table, the notion of Pade approximant, the Pade table,
and the various connected concepts can also be extended to the M-table.
Therefore, we can apply the same arguments as we do to the Padc table of
a single series. As the properties of the Padc table (region C) and the
E-array (region D) are familiar, we shall confine our attention and
arguments to the region CD only of the M-table.
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To aid our discussion, we shall define the following:

[

Cn

Rm ,,,= C";f-1

Cn + m

Cj = -d j for j < 0

Co 0 0
C1 Co 0

C2 C 1 Co

Sm,,,=
000
000
000

000
000
000

Sm. n is an (m x m + t) order matrix in which each row is made up of either
c's or d's only, Of the m rows of Sm, n at least n rows are made up of c's
when n is positive and d's when n negative. The Eq. (1.4) can then be
expressed in the form

Rm.nq=O

Sm,,,q = p,

(3.3 )

(3.4 )

Let us consider the table of Dm," determinants, defined by (3.2). The
columns and rows are again labelled by m and n, respectively. We name
such a table a D-tablc. The first column elements in this table are just unity
and the second column gives the coefficients of the respective series. We
now investigate what happens when one of the entries of the D-table
vanishes. For definiteness let us assume that D m." = 0 and all other deter
minants remain non-zero. Consider the following block of four entries of
the M-table in the region CD and its corresponding Hankel determinants:

'Mm _ l,n 'Mm."
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(i) When D",.n=O, Eg. (3.3) has a solution for q where qo=O. Then
the solution p given by Eq. (3.4) has Po = O. This shows that the polyno
mials P m . lI (z) and Q",.n(z) of M",.n have the common factor z. After z, is
cancelled A1",. n reduces just to M", _ 1.11 l'

(ii) When Dm • 1I = 0, the equation Rnlll 1q = 0 has a solution in
which q", = O. In the solution given by Sm. fl-' q = p we have Pm 1=0 so
that A1 m . 1I ,=.10,1""'1.11-1'

(iii) The equations Rm -1.IIQ=O and R", 1.11- ,q=O combined
together give a set of m homogeneous equations

clI __ ,qO+Cfl 2QI+···+CII ... ",q", 1=0

CflqO+CII_.1ql+"· +clI m+,q", ,=0

Cfl ·_'" 2qO+Cfl +",-..1QI+ ... +Cfl IQ",_l=O

c;= -d J for j < 0

If D m• 1I = 0, the above system can possess an infinite number of non-trivia!
solutions. Hence the solutions offered by the above equations are propor
tional and so also are the solutions given by S", _ 1. n I q = p and
Sm I.lIq = p. Therefore Mm_ I • 1I = M m _1.11 ,.

Thus the four entries in the block considered above are identically equal
to M m I. n 1 simply because of the fact that Dm n = O. The condition for
Mm. fl to be distinct from other entries is that the determinants Din. n
Dm. II' I' Dm+ 1. ,,, and Dm~ I. II + 1 should be different from zero.

We notc that the C- and D-tables are essentially the same. Consequently
the block structure of the usual Pade table and that of the M-table are not
actually different. However, we present some of its main aspects briefly
here. As in the case of the C-table, the D-table can also be calculated recur
sively by Sylvester's cross-rule formula [II]

.N
.W .C .E,

.S
WE= NS- C 2 (3.5)

Now let Dm . II +, also be zero in addition to Dm ,1I and further let us take
Dm • I. n·- I and Dm 1.11 + I as non-zero. If we now take successively the
entries Dm • I.n and D m + I.n+' of the D-table as the central elements C in
(3.5), it follows from the assumptions regarding non-zero elements that
D m + '. nand D m .• I, n t-' are also zero, thus completing a 2 x 2 block of zeros
in the D-table. We have already seen that an isolated zero of the D-table
means 2 x 2 block structure in the M-table. Applying this correspondence
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to each of the elements of the zero-block in the D-table, we arrive at a 3 x 3
block structure in the M-table. In general an r x r zero block in the D-table
leads to an (r + 1) x (r + 1) array of identical elements in the M-table. This
(r + 1) x (r + 1) array of equal entries is said to be a block of order r.
Frank's theorem [8] on Pade tables can also be extended to the M-table.
The explicit version of the theorem is the following:

THEOREM 2. Let D m, n be as dejlned in (3.2). A set of necessary and
sufficient conditions for the M-table for the series C(z) and D(z) to contain
the element A1m, 1/ as a hlock of order r can be summarised as

(i) Dm, n =1= 0

(ii ) Dm, 1/ + 1 =1= 0

(iii) Dm + 1, n =1= 0

(iv) Dm_r+1,nlr_1=l=O

(v) Dm , i,n+j=O i, j= 1,2, ..., r,

Proof of the above runs similar to that in respect of the said theorem.

4. GENERAL T-FRACTIONS AND T-TABLES

We shall now show how we might, in a quite general case [12-14],
apply the method of M-fraction expansions to the construction of
T-fractions. The method consists in replacing the given pair of series by
another pair. Let

,
C(z)= L C,;"Z-k+CIZ+C2Z2+ ...

k-O

and

I'

D(z)= L d/zk +d1z 1 +d2z 2+ .. ,
k -, 0

be the given pair of fLs. Let

and

(4.1 )

(4.2)

(4.3 )

(4.4)
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be the new pair obtained from the original through the relations

r-- d
*

t~i~Ji
(4.5)(j. = I I

I ,

i> /1CIr' -,t,
)=0

i'i= dJ-ct, 1~j~.,' (4.6)

j>-'d" , ,
On division by z, this new pair gets standardized to the pair considered in
Section 2. Therefore, by applying the theory of M-expansions we can
obtain a similar table of rational functions, which we may call
T[Ji, \' ]-table, These rational functions are the convergents of T-fractions.
described below:

Jl i'

T(z)= L dk*Zk+ L c.*z-k+cti+bjz+ ... +bjzl

k - I k 1

b
J
" 1zJ + , aV)z a\llz+ - --"-'-,--,--

I + b\})z + I + biilz + 1 + b~})z +

j~ 0, with 15 o = c~ (4.7)

(4.8)

U 1\

)~ 1.

1 + ... + i' l 1_

Ii

T( -) "d*_k + " (.*_--k +; +; -
~ = L k ~ L k ~ "0" 1~

k 1 k ~ u

J.
j

,z (j I) ai liZ

1+b\-ilz + 1+bi ilz +

The coefficients of the above T-fractions arc directly calculated by thc
following recurrence relations used by McCabe [17] for M-fraction expan
sIOns.

Initial relations:

a\1l = 0,

b\O) = (j, /J.o

b lJ) - J; ,J;
, - --Uj_ ,/Uj'

hi j) = -I'j 1/)'/'

j = 0, ± I, ± 2, ...

(4.9)
»0
)~ I.

Continuation relations:

i = I, 2. 3, ..., j = 0, I, 2, ...

(4.10)
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(4.11 )

Given the pair of fLs C(z) and D(z), Jones and Thron [14] have given
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a general
T-fraction

" Y atz a 2 z
T(z)= I dk*Zk+ I Ck*Z-k+_-

k~l k~O 1+b t z+l+b2 z+

There the explicit expressions for the coefficients of T-fraction have been
given in terms of the Hankel determinants. We note, however, that the
results could be made much more general.

Let T m. n' with m = 0, 1, 2, .,. and n = 0, ± 1, ±2, ..., denote the (m, n)th
entry of the T[fl, v)-table. Its correspondence with the series C(z) and D(z)
is given by

and

-------,
o

(4.12)

TO.-))-2 TO.-Y- 2 TO.-Y-2

lO,-y-, T,,-Y-l T2,_»-1

; To .-» T,,-y T:!-)l

ITO.-1 1; ,-1 T2,-1

CD

TO,e \0 T2.0

To,' T:,1 T2,1

To.W1 "li."-' T2,"-1

Te." \" \,

TO."" \"" T2.""

L__ C

FIG. 2. The T[/L, y]-table.
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If we write

then Tm , II can be determined by

C(z) Qm, 1/(z) - Pm, 1/(z) = O(z/11 --- 1/ + I)

D(z) Qm, ,,(Z) - Pm, 1/(;:) = 0 (Z").
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(4,13 )

Similarly to the M-table, the T[Il, v)-table is divided into three regions
as shown in Fig. 2. The entry To.o equals Lt ~ 1 dk*zk +L~ ~ 0 c:z -k
The remaining first column elements represent the partial sums of the
correponding <5- or A-series together with the sum To, o. The denominator
coefficients qo, ql, ..., qm of Tm,1I are determined by a system

e1/+lqO+ enql

e1/+2qO+ e1/ lqI

+ +en /11+Jqm=O

+ +e" m-2Q/11=O (4.14)

where

i~ 1

i~O.

Therefore, we define the Hankel determinants of the series C(z) and D(z),

en m-1- 1 en - m + 2 en

H,n,n=
ell m + 3

with

en en + 1 .-. entm - 1

m = 0, 1, 2, ..., n = 0 ±1, ±2, ...

H o. 1I = 1.

(4.15 )

The normality of T-table requires the non-vanishing of the Hankel deter
minants. We shall now present a method for obtaining a general T-fraction
expansion from a given pair of fLs.

THEOREM 3. Let C(z), D(z), <5(z) and ;.(z) he the power series as in
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(4.1 )-(4.6). Set :xo = 0, Do = I, So = ° and the polynomials Q 1(z) = 0,
Qo(z) = I. For r = 1,2,3, ..., construct the polynomials

(4.16 )

and determine the numbers a" br and non-negative integers a" #r by means
of the recurrence relations

tf :xo + :x 1 + ... +:X r 1 < n < :Xo + :x 1 + ... +ar

tf n=:xo+:x, + ... +ar
(j i = -;. j for j ~ 0 (4.1 7)

= D" sr~ 0 in such a way that the least value of sr ensures Dr 1= °
(4.18)

(4.19 )

(4.20)

Then

(4.21 )

The polynomials QAz) are the denominators of rth convergents of
(4.21). The numerator polynomials of the convergents are determined by
the recurrence formulae

P I(Z)= 1,

IJ )'

Po(z)= L d'tz k + L c"tz- k

k~ 1 k~O

Pr(z)=Pr l(z)(l+brzP')-Pr 2(Z) arza, r= 1,2,3, ...

(4.22)
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The method of proof here is very similar to that of Theorem 1 and so it is
omitted.

It is rather important here to take note of one essential fact: whatever
the values of Il and (', the forms of the 6- and ;.-series remain unchanged.
As a result the forms of Hankel determinants, denominator polynomials of
T-tables, nth (n?: I) partial numerators, and denominators of the relevant
CFs remain the same. One may without much difficulty verify that the AI
and T[Il, I' )-tables have the same set of possible block configurations.

5. EXA~PLES

The identities of Srinivasa Ramanujan [19],

'7~ ..,.4

1+:+--- ---
1+ z' + I +z' +

and

tI 1

iZ! < I

Izi < 1.

(5.1 )

(5.2 )

are the remarkable examples for the general two-point CF expansions con
sidered in this paper. These CFs have been discussed by Gordon [10] and
Carlitz [4]. Slater [22] gave combinatorial interpretations to the above
identities. All these authors have mainly considered the proof of the iden
tities. We are concerned with much more and shall now consider these CFs
from the point of view of Pade approximants. By introducing a factor
(l-ZRtI I R) in the numerator and denominator of the infinite product (5.1)
and by actual multiplication of the factors, one can get

.,.2 .,.4

I+z+--- -'"
1+:' + 1+:' +

1- Z3 _:5 + Z14 + 2 18 _ 7 33 _ ;;39 + .
1 - z - Z 7 + Z 10 + Z22 __ :27 _ Z45 + . (5.3 )

Denoting the ratio in RHS of (5.3) by fO(Z)!.fI(Z), the following recursion
relation ean be verified:

(WO 64 1-:5

11 = I, 2, 3, ... , (5.4 )
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where the leading term in every series is unity. The relations (5.4) lead to
the CF expansion (5.3). The CFs (5.1) and (5.2) not only correspond to a
single infinite product, as given above, but also give rise to another infinite
product expressible as a single series in decreasing powers of z. A nice
example for the general M-fraction would be the reciprocal of (5.1),

1 Z2 Z4

1 + z + 1 + Z3 + 1+ Z5 +

oc (1 _ Z811 + 1)( 1_ Z811 + 7)

=}!o (l_z811+3)(1_2811+5)'
(5.5)

From the definition of the series C(z) and D(z) corresponding to the
CF(5.5), the coefficients of the series are connected by

where

n=O, 1,2, ..., (5.6 )

C(z) = 1- Z+Z3 _Z4 + Z5_ 2z7+ 2z8_Z9 +2Z 11 - 3Z 12

+ 2Z 13 _ 2Z 15 + 4Z 16 - 4Z 17 + 4Z 19 _ 6z20 + 5Z21

_ 6Z 23 + 9Z 24 _ 6Z 25 + 7Z 27 _ 12z28 + 9Z29 _ IOz 31

+ 16z32 - 13z33 + 15z35 - 22236 + 17Z37 - 20z19

+29z40-2Iz41+25z43_38z44+28z45- .... (5.7)

In view of the symmetry in the coefficients of C(z) and D(z), we may write

1 Z2 Z4

1+ z + 1+ Z3 + 1 + Z5 +
00 (1_z811+1)(I_z811+7)

C(z)= }!o (1_;811+3)(I_z 8111 5)

1 oc { 1_ Z (8n + 1)}{ 1 _ Z (811 -+ 7)}
D(z)=; 1Iflo {I-z (811+3)}{I_z-(811+5)}'

(5.8)

The first few eonvergents of (5.8) turn out to be

P2 1+ Z3
Q2 -I +Z+Z2+ Z3+ Z4'

(5.9)
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r-------
"1 1,-3 M2,-3 M3,-3 M4,-3 MS,-3 MG,-3 M7,-3 Me,-3 I Mg,-3 , ••

r--------------------l
MO,-2 M1,-2 "12,-2 "13,_2: "14,_ 2 "1 5,_2 "16,_2 "17,_2 Me,_2 J "\-2 •. ,

r-------------
I

:

MO,_1 : M1_1 M21 "1 3_1 J M4,_1 MS._1 MG,_1 "17,_1 Me,-1 I Mg._ 1 •••
J' • 'I I

MO,O : "11,0 M2,0 M3•0 : M4,0 MS,O MG,O M7• 0 M8,0: Mg,O ...
I I I

MO,! LM~l M~l__ ~~~~ M4,1 "15,1 MG,1 "1 7,1 Me,1: Mg,1

MO,2 M1,2 M2,2 "13,2: "14,2 MS,2 MG,2 M7,2 MS,2: Mg,2
L........ ..,

"1') M2,3 M3,3 "14,3 M 5,3 MG,3 M7" Me" ~ ~~': _

FIG, 3. The block structure of convergents of (5.5) in the M-table.
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The symmetry in the coefficients of convergents shows that these con
vergents approximate both the series C(z) and D(z). The block structures
formed by the convergents of the M-fraction (5.5) are shown in Fig. 3.

The blocks are due to the vanishing of the set of Hankel determinants of
the concerned series:

D 1+ i,-1+j=O,

D 4 + i,-2+j=O,

D 9 + i,-3+j=O,

i,j=1,2

i,j=1,2,3,4

i, j = 1, 2, ... , 6

(5.10)

The vanishing of the above determinants can be verified with respect to the
series (5.6) and (5.7).

The CF (5.1) emerges as an excellent example of the general T-fraction

Z2 Z4 {C(Z)
1+z+1+z3 +1+z5 +'" = D(z),

where C(z) and D(z) will have to be identified with the series (4.1) and
(4.2), respectively. The coefficients of these series are related through

and (5.11)

Cn + 1 = dn , n = 1, 2, 3, ...,
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C(z) = 1+ z + Z2 - Z5 - Z6 + Z8 + 2z9+ ZlO _ 2Z 12 _ 3z13 _ 2Z 14

+ 3Z 16 + 4Z 17 + 4Z 18 _ 4z20 _ 6Z21 _ 5Z22 + 5Z24

+ 9Z25 + 6Z26 - 8Z28 _ 12z29 _ 9z 30 + 12z32 + 16z33

+ 13z24 _ 14z36 - 22z37 - 17z38 + 18z40 + 29z41

+ 21z42 - 26z44 - 38z45 - .,'. (5.12 )

The block configurations of convergents of (5.10) which are actually the
reciprocals of (5.9) in the T-table would be as shown in Fig. 4.

The following are zero-blocks of Hankel determinants of the series C(z)
and D(z) associated with the above block structure:

H i,-l+J=O,

H 3+i,-2+J =0,

H 8+i,-3+J=0,

i, j= 1, 2

i, j = I, 2, 3, 4

i, j = 1, 2, "', 6

The above assertion can be checked with respect to the series (5.11) and
(5.12 ).

r-'- ----
TO,-3 \-3 T2.- 3 T3.-3 T4,-3 T5,-3 T6,-3 T7,-3 1 Ta,-3 '"

r------ --- ------,
TO.-2 T,._2 12.-2 1 T3,_2 \-2 T5,_2 T6,-2 T7,_2 I Ta ,_2
r----------.J I
1TO._ 1 T,,_, T2,_I: T3,_1 T4 ._1 T5,_1 T6._1 T7,_I: Ta,_l

1 I TIT
1TO, 0 \0 \0 1\0 \0 \0 \0 7,0 II 8,0
I I

'TOI T11 T21 I T31 T4 ,1 T5,1 T6,l T7,I' TalL...: _ _ ~ __ ~ _...J ' I '

TO,2 \2 \2: T3,2 T4 ,2 T5,2 T6,2 \2: \2
\-. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -I

TO,3 T1,3 T2,3 T3,3 T4 ,3 T5,3 T6 ,3 T7,3 ~ ~,=- ~~--

FiG. 4. The block structure of convergents of (5.10) in the T[l, OJ-table.
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The CF (in 5.2),

Z Z2 Z3
1+--+--+--+ '"1+ Z 1+ Z2 1+ Z3

(1 + z2n + 1)

(l + z2n)
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(5.13 )

serves as an example of T-fraction (fl =0, y =0) given in Section 4. The
power series C(z) and D(z) associated with CF (5.13) are

C(z) = 1+z _Z2 +Z4_ Z6_Z7 + 2z8+Z9 _2z 10 +2Z 12

+ Z13 _ 3Z14 _ 4Z 15 +4Z 16 + 2Z 17 _ 5Z 18 - 2Z 19 +5z20

+ 2Z21 _ 6Z22 _ 3Z23 +8Z24 +4Z25 _ 9Z26 _ ...

D(z)=2(1-z- 1+2Z-2_3z-3+4z-4_6z-5+9z-6_12z-7 + 16z- 8

- 22z- 9+29z- 1O - 38z- 11 +50z- 12
- 64z- 13 +82z- 14

-105z- 15 + 132z- 16 -166z- 17 +208z- 18 - 258z- 19

+ 320z- 20 - 395z- 21 + 484z- 22 - 592z- 23 + 722z- 24

- 876z- 25 + ... ).

The blocks of convergents of (5.13), namely,

P2 1+2z +2z2 +2z3

-=
Q2 1+ z + 2z2 + Z3 '

P3 = 1+ 2z + 2z2+ 4z3+ 4z4+ 2z5+ 2z6

Q3 1+ z + 2z2+ 3z3+2z4+2z5+ Z6 '

are shown in Fig. 5.
Since the set of Hankel determinants

H 3 + i,j,

H 6 + i,j,

i,j=1,2

i, j = 1, 2,3
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TO,_l \-1 T2~1 \-1 T4,_1 \-1 \-1 T7,_1
r- - - -, - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - -j- - - - - -- - - -

: TO,O : \0 T2,0: T3,0 T4,0 T5,0 I T6,0 T7,0 ...
L .! 1 I

TO, 1 : T11 T21 I T31 T4 ,1 T51 : T61 T7,1
L_ ~ '__ ~ ' , 1 '

TO ,2 \2 \2: \2 T4 ,2 \2: \2 T7,2
~--- --------1

TO, 3 T13 T2,3 T33 T43 T53 I T63 T73 .. ·, '" L_.:- .:. _
TO,4 T',4 T2,4 T3,4 T4 ,4 T5,4 T6,4 T7,4

FIG. 5. The blocks of convergents of (5.13) in the T[O,O]-table.

happen to be zero, we obviously have certain block structures in the
T[O,O]-table also. The convergents of Ramanujan's' CFs are the
approximants of two power series simultaneously, but they are not two
point Pade approximants. If the concerned two series represent the same
function, then these CFs will possibly yield two point Pade approximants
to the function. However, they do serve as good examples illustrating many
of the aspects considered in the present paper.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A working procedure has been provided here for the construction of a
general two-point continued fraction from a given pair of non-normal
power series. This work was really motivated by our deep desire to study
non-normal approximants using continued fractions as essential tools. We
do feel that Evelyn Frank's algorithm for non-normal power series with
integer and rational coefficients could be the best method available at least
at present for obtaining two-point continued fraction expansions. We
further observe that all the zeros and poles of the convergents of the
general M-fraction given in Section 5 lie very near the circumference of the
circle Izi = 1. Further study on the significance of this phenomenon and
other aspects associated with the block sizes in the Pade table is indeed
desirable. In any case the results achieved so far concerning the
simultaneous approximation of two series by rational functions and their
immediate connections to the Pade approximants have been found to be of
considerable value as well as interest.
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